LISTEN UP LEVEL UP
UNLOCK MORE

COPPERSKY
ON SPOTIFY

LISTEN TO OUR ALBUM ‘IF WE’RE LOSING EVERYTHING’ ON SPOTIFY TO
UNLOCK EXCLUSIVE CONTENT ONLY AVAILABLE ON SPOTIFY!
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35.000

Once you hit the 30.000 listens
mark you will unlock the first
bonus feature. We decided to
reward you guys with
something really awesome first.
Our friends Abramowicz did an
incredible cover of our song
‘Reservoirs’ that carries their
signature sound. We are proud
that they took the time to
carefully wright their own
version of this song off our
record. Give it a spin!

30.000

LEVEL 1: ABRAMOWICZ
COVER OF ‘RESERVOIRS’
(ACOUSTIC)

LEVEL 2: ALBUM SECRET #1:
Once the record is listened to 35.000
times we will unlock album secret #1.
Of course we can’t say much about it
here... Because it’s a secret. So get
listening and find out what Erik has to
say about... Whoops! Almost spilled
the beans. To tease you a little, we
have some hints below.
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45.000

After 40.000 listens you will unlock our
pre-production demo of Bury Anger In
Sleep recorded in the heart of our city,
Utrecht, at Electrosaurus Southern
Sound Studio. This song is special
because this is the first song we
recorded as a demo for
‘If We’re Losing Everything’.

40.000

LEVEL 3: BURY ANGER
IN SLEEP DEMO:

LEVEL 4: IDLE CLASS
COMMENTARY ON
‘HOMETOWN SHOW’
Our buddies from Idle Class were kind
enough to comment on our song
‘Hometown show’. Find out what they
have to say about it. We had the
privilege to support at their hometown
release of their record in Münster.
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55.000

Listen to the entire record 50.000
times to unlock level 5, another album
secret. This is about a very special song
we wrote and recorded during the ‘If
We’re Losing Everything’ time on the
countryside.

50.000

LEVEL 5: ALBUM SECRET #2

LEVEL 6: SWEET ELYSIUM DEMO
‘Sweet Elysium’ is the first song we wrote
for this record. It is a song about growing
up as brothers and friends combined with
the experience of writing the song
‘Andre’ on our previous record ‘Relief, be
around the bend’. The emotion in that
song still stirs us to this day. You can
listen to that record on Spotify too. The
demo of Sweet Elysium captured some of
the magic that happened at that time.

07
Blackout Problems are an incredible band
that we greatly admire. They have it all!
The songs, the performance and the
passion needed to excel. They recorded a
jaw dropping cover of ‘Tattered Nets’ in
their own unique style. When we first
heard the recording it was like we had
covered a Blackout Problems song and
not the other way around. This is the final
exclusive extra. If you hear this cover then
you’ve completed the final level.

60.000

LEVEL 7: BLACKOUT PROBLEMS
COVER ‘TATTERED NETS’

THANK YOU FOR
LENDING US YOUR EARS!

FOLLOW US ON
LISTEN UP LEVEL UP
IS A CONCEPT CREATED BY
UNCLE M

